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Abstract. Insider trading is a kind of information manipulation behavior in the securities market. The insider trading has brought great damage to the securities market in recent years, so securities regulatory authorities have begun to crack down on this kind of illegal behavior. With the application of algorithms in the field of supervision, regulators can accurately identify insider trading behaviors through big data analysis and other technologies, with which the efficiency of supervision was greatly improved. However, the application of algorithms in the supervision of insider trading is prone to cause various legal risks, such as the inaccurate transformation between algorithms and regulatory regulations, the imperfection of algorithms, the infringement of private data rights, etc. The legitimate rights of the regulated objects might be endangered by above risks. Therefore, it’s necessary to establish risk prevention and legal regulation to cope with the algorithms in the filed of insider trading supervision from three aspects of rule transformation, technical supervision and data security. In this way, the property rights, data rights, privacy rights of financial investors, listed companies and other stakeholders are protected.
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I. Introduction
Insider trading is a serious information asymmetry behavior in the securities market, which damages the legitimate interests of investors in the financial market. Such behavior will cause harm to the equity of the securities market, thus to be a main type of crime being cracked down on by the national securities regulator. Although the securities supervision has implemented the insider registration management system, it is still difficult for the regulatory authorities to detect and supervise the insider trading due to its strong concealment and great temptation. Consequently, the insider trading has been repeatedly prohibited for a long time and became a major problem in the field of securities supervision. According to “The Regulatory Technology Overall Construction Plan” issued by Chinese Securities Regulatory Commission(CSRC) in 2018, the Big Data platform 3.0 version of the securities market had

---

been built.\textsuperscript{2} As the core of Big Data platform that had been applied to the supervision of insider trading, it is possible to regulate insider trading behavior through algorithm. By comparing the major information, insider information, event period and other data disclosed by listed companies, the hidden insider trading in securities market could be discriminated. As a result, timely and accurate illegal warning signals are provided for securities supervision. Due to a great deal of trading information in the securities market, the data collection and classification depend on algorithm in the automatic supervision system. With the participation of algorithms, the data of the listed company’s equity structure, financial information, market profit and other aspects are converted into various machine-executable indicators, which makes it possible to obtain early warning about insider trading. Similar practices exist in foreign financial supervision, such as the US Securities and Exchange Commission using continuous algorithms to detect misconduct. The development of digital technology in the field of financial regulation is a double-edged sword with both advantages and disadvantages. It will harm the legitimate interests of regulatory subjects if being used improperly. In order to ensure the effectiveness and fairness of the insider trading regulation system and enable regulatory technology to play a greater role in market supervision, it’s of vital importance that algorithm is under legal supervision.

The research on the theory and system of algorithms regulation is not a new topic in the academic world. Most Scholars prefer to study the application of the regulation technology in financial area, rather than the supervision. For example, He Haifeng et al. (2018) studied the application of regulatory technology in securities regulation; Guo Yanfang (2020) studied the application of regulatory technology in informational market manipulation behaviors. From the perspective of insider trading regulation, there are few papers related to the method research of intelligent algorithms to curb the insider trading behavior. As a technical means, algorithms has aroused a lot of discussion in practice and academia. It is frequently used in national management system over the years with great development, especially in the field of financial governance. However, there are few studies on the key of regulatory technology, self-regulation and external regulation of algorithm. In the field of regulatory science, the way of algorithmic regulation is different from other algorithmic governance of government management technology or financial management technology. It is necessary to regulate the core algorithm of regulatory science with new research methods and paths particularly in view of the algorithm characteristics of regulatory science, so as to prevent the algorithmic risks and possible financial risks in a better way. Hence, the characteristics of the algorithms of insider trading regulatory behaviors are summarized in this paper, with proposal of the regulation methods and regulatory models of the algorithms.

II. Application characteristics of algorithm in insider trading supervision

Insider trading is a kind of information manipulation behavior in the securities market as well as a kind of financial illegal behavior being crack down on by the CSRC and the stock exchanges. Nevertheless, the characteristics of insider trading, like large amount of money involved, strong anti-detection, good concealment and changeable forms, make it difficult for traditional supervision to curb such behavior. The development and application of intelligent

algorithm supervision system capacitate the regulatory authorities to accurately identify insider trading and to directly locate the accounts with "abnormal trading behavior" with the method of big data analysis. In regulatory activities, the associated account data for trading activities are proactively identified by algorithm, to predict the trading parties and time. Moreover, regulators are encouraged to take risk prevention measures in advance based on whether the identified trading items are illegal.

Figure 1 Flow chart of insider trading supervision

A. Draw data portrait

In China, the intelligent system of investor portrait on domestic stock exchanges has been updated to the third generation with the main function of static supervision of investors in the financial securities field. The data portrait of investors established by intelligent algorithm, which means the trading behavior characteristics of investors are displayed in a graphical way. It includes many dimensions like trading style, position characteristics, investment preference and historical supervision. The Big Data platform can collect historical data of financial investors, then summarize and integrate relevant data of different dimensions of financial investors via basic algorithms including machine learning algorithm, knowledge graph algorithm, association analysis algorithm, big data algorithm and high-order algorithm model. The trading data, investment relationship data, compliance supervision data and financial income data of financial investors are taken as the basic data set, which can be distinguished as strong correlation information or weak correlation information. An investor label system is formed based on the algorithm analysis framework, and simplified display is carried out to


facilitate supervisors to quickly grasp the abnormal trading account information. The regulatory authorities also adopt an "account association analysis model" to deeply integrate the multidimensional data of the account association. The intelligent algorithm establish account association topology by mining various association information between accounts and account groups. Under assistance of this model, the regulators can quickly identify the suspected account groups and eliminate all suspected accounts of insider trading in one shot. In information transmissional insider trading, there are usually "nepotism" and "group" insider trading involving relatives, friends, classmates, colleagues and other related groups. Through the "account correlation analysis" algorithm model, the associated groups of insider trading accounts can be identified at once, to greatly improve the efficiency of supervision.

B. Monitor trading behavior in real time

Due to the algorithm powerful data capture ability and analysis ability stock exchanges can supervise all trading information of investors' stock accounts. Most data are stored in the Intranet, including account data, trading data, behavioral data and so on. Generally speaking, the supervisory goals can’t be reached by the algorithm with only these Intranet data. That’s to say, the insider trading behavior won’t be identified by these intranet data which can’t be enough to mine characteristics of insider trading behaviors. Therefore, it is necessary to collect external data, especially internet data. After the establishment of the central regulatory information Platform, the behavior data of account holders in the external network (Internet) will be included in the supervision. Combing the behavior data with the account trading data in the internal network, and using specific algorithmic models to compare and analyze the behavior data of account holders on the internal and external networks, so as to more accurately identify insider trading behavior. In insider trading, information transmissional insider trading is the main type of illegal trading in the Chinese securities market. There are a large number of people involved in this type of insider trading. Usually, the insider information is transmitted to relatives, friends, partners, school teachers, drivers, nannies and other personnel by the legal informant. In such complex case, the securities market regulators typically rely on algorithms to identify all kinds of trading information in databases containing insider information and stock account information, such as database of listed company board of directors’ information, senior executives’ relatives, senior executives’ stock accounts and their relatives’ stock accounts, as well as enterprise employees' stock account. By analyzing the types of insider information, the insider trading algorithm model directly provides qualified suspect accounts with the combination of the company stock price fluctuations, account transaction characteristics and other information. Besides, it can automatically generate analysis reports without the need of manual identification, which is a great improvement of the supervision efficiency. Normally, manual presetting rules are not needed for algorithm. It’s based on the case database of CSRC, stock exchange and other regulatory agencies, extracting data features from massive case data


to form a behavior feedback mechanism. Then the extracted data characteristics are applied to securities trading behaviors, so as to accurately identifying the insider trading behavior through probability statistics, to provide regulators with early warnings.

C. Public opinion monitoring scenarios

Currently, the construction direction of domestic financial regulation technology is the construction of financial basic analysis capability under various financial scenarios. Using semantic analysis, text mining and other functions of algorithms can help regulators identify and monitor insider trading in financial markets by analyzing unstructured or structured data such as online public opinions, corporate financial reports and brokerage research reports. The Office of Fraud Detection and Market Intelligence (OFDMI) of the American Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) developed a software called "Securities Watch News Analysis and Regulation (SONAR)" to combine transaction supervision and public opinion analysis with big data algorithmic analysis capabilities to quickly target insider trading behavior. By learning SONAR system from the US, The Chinese information management department of the Stock exchange (Financial Innovation Lab) and other departments also jointly developed a function of the Big Data platform, which is called text analysis and mining function. In this function, Chinese characters are used as the smallest unit to analyze the meaning of different combinations of Chinese characters. The "word cutting" program means to cut the text information into a way that can be read by machine, so that the algorithm can automatically complete the automatic monitoring of unstructured text information such as network information and news public opinions, especially the Social networks shared resources. Through big data algorithm, the CSRC simultaneously monitors the trading data from the internal network, the behavior information of traders and news public opinions from the external network. By comparing the text information content with the trading data of the users, the CSRC makes correlation analysis to determine the existence of major news that may affect the stock price volatility and the possibility of insider trading behavior.

III. Legal risks caused by the algorithms in insider trading supervision

A. The disconnection between code writing and insider trading regulatory rules

There are also similarities in essence between algorithmic governance and legal governance. Through certain logical steps, existing factors are analyzed to obtain corresponding judgment results. There should be mutual transformation between computer code and regulatory rules, which regulatory rules can be identified protocolically and specific regulatory requirements can be decomposed into computer code without any rule distortion. In the specific law enforcement scenario, algorithm is the implementation subject of insider trading supervision system. However, in practice, algorithm supervision as a law enforcement method is also with many problems to be solved. Firstly, the principle of "equity" requires that the legal

system to be consistent with its basic principles in the use or implementation process. So the law should be presented in a flexible form during the implementation process, and all legal behaviors should not deviate from the legal principles. However, in the self-learning process of the regulation of insider trading algorithm, the algorithm structure can only be optimized by summarizing experience according to the input data. In the process of self-learning, algorithm supervision can only summarize experience and optimize the algorithm structure based on input data, rather than adjust the data processing process of the algorithm through legal principles. This can easily lead to result inconsistent with the principle of fairness and justice. Secondly, insider trading regulation rules are based on legal knowledge, thus there are certain difficulties in the conversion between them and algorithm programming. Since the identification of insider trading is mostly based on experience, for example, analyzing insider trading through the relationship between stock price fluctuations and abnormal trading behaviors. Therefore, the aim of algorithm regulation is to convert the long-term accumulated experience of regulators into machine executable code, rather than simply converting legal knowledge into code symbols. This leads to the absence of a reliable algorithm-legal writing template in the process of programming, which is tend to change the original meaning;\textsuperscript{12} Thirdly, text files for algorithm analysis include Chinese documents and documents in other languages (overseas traders data, audit data, communication records, etc.). Whereas there are different linguistic modes among different languages, obvious differences exist in semantic logic and grammatical rules among English, Chinese and Latin, which makes it difficult to convert into a unified algorithm format. The algorithm procedures of insider trading supervision in different countries are prone to be different, which is not conducive to unify international supervision or international cooperation.

\textbf{B. The technical risk of algorithm}

As a means of regulating insider trading by regulatory authorities, algorithm regulation is similar legal regulation although in form; but in substance, the differences are significant. The algorithm framework of insider trading regulation is short of effective supervision, resulting in discriminatory and unfair data analysis results in its operation and use. Algorithms are designed by people and endowed with the learning ability of human-like thinking, some technical risks may arise under the influence of internal and external factors.\textsuperscript{13} At present, algorithmic biases and algorithmic "black box" are the main technical risk sources in algorithmic behavior. The prime reason for the algorithm bias lies in the R&D stage and deep learning function. Although the developers of the algorithm framework of insider trading regulations have rich technical knowledge, they have few experience in insider trading supervision, incomplete understanding of the regulatory rules of insider trading, and insufficient experience in judging the characteristics and attributes of insider trading, trading behavior significance, and position style preferences. Therefore, when developing the regulatory framework of insider trading algorithm, the proportion of each index parameter may be unreasonable, resulting in the unfair insider trading risk level index of listed companies or investors, which is not conducive to exerting the impact and deterrent effect of insider trading algorithm regulation. In addition, the machine learning algorithm can learn and grow through the input of regulatory data, and the algorithm model is constantly changing according to the learning, in pursuit of maximum efficiency to achieve regulatory goals. If the input data is not


representative, the regulatory results being pursued are also biased. The primary cause of algorithm "black box" is that the algorithm source code is not open and the algorithm decision process is too secret. On the one hand, the complexity and professionalism of the algorithm rules make it impossible for ordinary people to understand its internal mechanism, which easily leads to doubts about the correctness of regulatory results. On the other hand, the opacity of the algorithm data processing process makes the artificial manipulation (research and development layer) and bias influence (algorithm learning layer) more hidden in the regulation of insider trading algorithm. In the process of identifying the behavior of insider trading, if the identification standard of algorithm cannot be explained to meet the regulations, the compliance and reliability of algorithm regulation will be questioned.

C. The infringement of algorithm on private data security

"Essentially, Algorithm is a data analysis and processing mechanism." Insider trading has a strong concealment and dissemination in the securities market, and there is a special regulatory demand for law enforcement business activities. Therefore, in terms of regulatory methods and means, algorithm needs to be premised on the collection and analysis of a large amount of data, including personal data related to financial investors and sensitive data related to listed companies. In the supervision system of insider trading algorithm, some social tools, online community platforms, mobile communication and other Internet data sources are the key objects of supervision. By comparing the short videos, posts, articles, and group messages and chat records of social tools released by the supervised objects on the network platform; plus the account trading situation of the stock exchange, the account information behind the insider information disseminators can be screened out. Meanwhile, the information of listed companies is also the main supervision target of the Big Data platform. Through the supervision of the financial data, business structure, corporate governance system and other data of listed companies, the relevant characteristics of listed companies in insider trading events could be extracted; such as the characteristics of corporate finance, business development, corporate governance and other aspects are extracted, finally to predict the possibility of listed companies and their internal personnel committing illegal insider trading activities. Normally, the index of insider trading algorithm model only covers the data related to inside information, but in the Big Data platform, it still involves the data related to non-insider sources or listed companies, especially data exposure in the privacy aspect. If inappropriate data types are used as the index of the algorithm regulation model in the machine learning algorithm model, there will be some serious consequences: Firstly, excessive exposure of private entities’ private data will cause infringement of individual data rights, such as privacy rights; secondly, the company’s
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15 Yuan Kang, ‘Institutional Response to the Black Box of Financial Technology Algorithms under the Concept of Social Supervision’, 01Journal of University of Science and Technology of China (Social Sciences Edition)34, 2020, at 103.
business data, strategic plans and other important data will be exposed, endangering the commercial activities of listed companies.

IV. Construction of algorithmic supervision framework for insider trading
A. Rule level: framework of legal principles and algorithmic framework of regulatory rules
1. Implantation of legal principles in algorithm architecture
   Sometimes, words with multiple meanings are used in the legal provisions to maintain the inclusiveness and flexibility of the law. For example, in the supervision of insider trading, insider information is a scope that can be expanded and not limited to the board of directors and senior executives. All people who may know insider information need to be contained in the supervision of insider information, including securities regulators, administrative examination and approval personnel, legal service or audit service personnel and other personnel who may know the inside information. The expanded interpretation of the insider concept is based on the long-term accumulation of the database in stock exchange, relying on algorithms to accurately identify and locate specific information in numerous databases. However, in this process, personal privacy information is inevitably involved, which infringes on personal privacy and data rights. Thus, as the executor of the legal norms of insider supervision, algorithms should be set certain internal constraints to limit its own behavior for the state to govern the securities market. Nonetheless, the situation in the securities market is complex; to make the execution of the algorithm more flexible and obtain more optimized results, the algorithmic code needs to be adjusted according to the market situation. For example, the regulatory index of the algorithm framework should be increased or decreased depending on the changes in the regulatory situation. Legal principles need to be embedded to control algorithmic behavior. In other words, when the algorithm fully utilizes the functions of deep learning and data mining, its behavior is consistent with the basic legal principles. The implanted legal principles are generally international legal principles, including the “Personal Information Protection Law”, the “Data Security Law”, the “Securities Law” and other relevant departmental laws. By symbolizing the relevant legal principles and writing them into the algorithm program, the algorithm supervision of insider trading in the securities market can be realized with the inherent constraints of the algorithm.

2. Transformation of insider trading regulatory rules in algorithmic mode
   Insider trading regulation rules are text documents based on natural language. In practice, it is necessary to cooperate with the insider supervision experience of regulators to maximum the efficiency of insider trading regulation. The Big Data platform needs to convert legal rules and regulatory experience into algorithmic rules, using algorithmic rules to predict and identify insider trading behaviors. However, it is laborious and prone to failure to simply encode knowledge into algorithmic rules. Such transformation rely on the autonomous learning function of the algorithm. The regulation rules and experience of insider trading can be transformed into algorithmically executable rules by means of reverse deduction and analogical reasoning. Reverse deduction refers to inputting specific insider supervision cases into the
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20 Decision trees are a machine learning approach. It is a tree structure in which each internal node represents a judgment on an attribute, each branch represents the output of a judgment result, and finally each leaf node represents a classification result. The decision tree analyzes the data and outputs accurate predictions.
algorithm, which uses feasible induction methods to sort out the best case features (rules) and incorporate them into the main algorithm. After forming a decision tree of the rule set, new judgments and decisions can be made based on the extracted rule set for the new factual situation. Analogical reasoning measures the similarity between cases, determines the degree of similarity and applies case characteristics (rules) to similar factual situations. Based on the database of insider trading cases, the algorithm uses analogical logical reasoning methods to find similar factual situations, associates the corresponding characteristics of insider trading, and predicts the insider trading behavior in the securities market to raises the alarm.21

However, the defects of the two reasoning methods mentioned above lie in that the extracted or applied case features (rules) are easily exceed the legal scope, and the case features (rules) tend to lose their original meaning in the reasoning process. In view of the limitations of the algorithm in the conversion process of inside supervision rules, legal personnel should cooperate with technical personnel to systematize and accurately express the supervision knowledge in code language, and smooth out the logical relationship of legal knowledge points. Otherwise, the algorithm will make inaccurate or inconsistent decisions.

B. Technical level: joint regulation of limited transparency principle and algorithmic interpretability

"Algorithms are a self enclosed island."22 Without professional computer knowledge, the public (regulated entities) have difficulty understanding the regulation methods and operation logic of algorithms, leading to doubts about the behavior of algorithms in "exercising" public power to regulate the securities market. Although the function of algorithmic deep learning is in the clothing of technology neutrality, its systematic self-learning and automatic decision-making are easy to cause the suspicion of unfair behavior by algorithms, which is believed to be the culprit contributing to the continuous marginalization of minority groups. At the technical level, the algorithm transparency can be improved by disclosing the algorithm source code, and the algorithm explainability can be enhanced under the such condition. The combination of the two can effectively regulate the algorithm misconduct.

1. Limitations of algorithm transparency principle

Disclosure of algorithmic source code is the most discussed requirement for algorithmic transparency.23 Source code is the code of programs written by algorithm developers in computer language. It is a computer instruction that human can read, containing thousands of code symbols with specific meanings.24 In the Big Data platform of algorithm, the source code is equivalent to the elements or modules constituting the regulatory system, which is converted into the target code (binary mode) by compiling program. Algorithm achieves the regulatory goal by reading target code to execute tasks. That is, the algorithm is the idea of the regulatory system, and the source code is the concrete expression of this idea.25 Nevertheless, the disclosure of source code often involves the protection of intellectual property rights or trade

Especially in the case that the securities regulatory authorities entrust a third party to develop the insider trading supervision system, the algorithm developers independently develop the supervision system and have the rights of the source code but are reluctant to disclose. When delivering the regulatory system, algorithm developers generally only license the client’s right to use the source code, without involving the delivery of the source code, which makes the disclosure of the algorithm source code in the regulatory system lack the rights basis. In addition, open source code can easily bring algorithmic security issues, which can easily endanger the financial safety and regulatory effectiveness of the securities market. Therefore, the third party algorithm review can be used as a compromise.

Algorithm review refers to establishing a neutral algorithm review agency composed of professional technical and legal personnel to review whether the algorithm contains discriminatory content and whether the algorithm process is fair and transparent, and publish the algorithm review results to the public. Algorithm review is conducted by professionals to review algorithm risks, rather than disclosure to the general public without professional knowledge. It can not only avoid the risk of business secret disclosure and algorithm security risks caused by the exposure of algorithm source code, but also play a reasonable role in regulating algorithm security in the supervision system. What’s more, the algorithm review requires regular inspections of the supervision system, including the review of the original algorithm model and subsequent modifications and adjustments of the algorithm. So as to ensure the algorithm model to be under administrative supervision, which is also helpful to solve the dispute over the responsibility attribution of the machine learning algorithm. The algorithm review institution or department shall act as an independent administrative unit, and bear the responsibility for the algorithm filing and the fairness of the algorithm review results, which helps to improve the public’s trust in the review results. Therefore, in the scenario of entrusted research and development of regulatory system, the regulatory department should clarify the acquisition of the algorithm source code authority at the protocol level, particularly in the "target source code" (black box), and submit the source code to the algorithm review institution or department for regular inspection to prevent the technical risks of the algorithm.

2. Enhancement of algorithm interpretability

The interpretability of algorithm is a concrete manifestation of its transparency principle. In the legal system, the interpretability of algorithm is manifested as the algorithm interpretation right enjoyed by the subject to algorithm supervision. This right is determined by the legal exercise in different countries, including the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union, the Information Commissioner’s Office of the United Kingdom and the Alan Turing Institute, jointly issued the “Artificial Intelligence Decision Instructions Guide”, and China’s Personal Information Protection Law, etc., which indicates that the international community attaches great importance to the interpretability of algorithms. However, the issue of algorithm bias and algorithm “black box” has always been controversial. People have questioned whether the algorithm can make a fair decision, which leads to public doubts about the fairness of regulatory recommendations made by the Big Data platform. Consequently, the public hopes to open the "black box" by explaining the algorithm, understand the internal

28 The target code of the black box focuses only on the decision-making results of the algorithm, not the decision-making process.
operation process of the algorithm decision-making, and achieve the transparency in the algorithm decision. The construction of algorithm interpretability can be realized from two aspects: one is the explanation of algorithm decision based on case. The supervised object can request regulatory department to explain the decision made by algorithm of Big Data platform, which means to describe the causal relationship between data input and result output. The other is a functional explanation of the system for the public. The regulatory authorities take the initiative to disclose the whole process of algorithmic decision-making, and bring the operational process, logic, data types, decision indicators and other factors of the algorithm of the regulatory system into the scope of algorithm interpretation.  

C. Data security: algorithmic constraints on data desensitization and data usage restrictions

In the securities market, the algorithm supervision system needs to rely on the massive database of the stock exchange, but the database covers a large amount of information of all parties involved in the securities market transaction, including personal privacy or the business activities information of enterprises, which poses significant security risks to the privacy and business information of the market participants. Therefore, in the process of insider trading supervision, data collection, storage and analysis must be desensitized to prevent the improper use or disclosure of sensitive data.

1. Hierarchical protection and desensitization algorithm for sensitive data

The premise of sensitive data protection is to define the type and scope of sensitive data, then classify the protection level of sensitive data based on the "value embodiment" and "sensitivity degree" of the regulatory data set by analyzing the subject, content, and source of the regulatory data set. The data input into the Big Data platform comes from a wide range of sources, numerous subjects and complex contents. There are data actively submitted by regulated entities, such as the data related to insiders; also the data obtained by the securities regulatory authorities through other channels, such as the public opinion monitoring data. The algorithm regulation extracts the required regulatory information through data mining, and predicts the possibility of insider trading risk occurring in trading accounts based on the extracted information. However, the data samples inputted by the algorithm may involve the privacy information (communication content, interpersonal relationship, property information) of the regulated subject or important sensitive data related to business secrets. Hence, for sensitive data involving important privacy information corporate property security, and commercial activity security, strict data collection and warning lines should be established to prohibit the collection and analysis of such data; Other sensitive data shall be classified and protected according to different subjects, contents and sources, as well as differences of data value and sensitivity. The collection and analysis of data shall be restricted according to the level of data protection. The algorithm model used by the regulatory system should protect the data accordingly, especially in the selection of the identification indicators for the algorithm model. Strictly abiding by the warning line, and avoiding the selection of sensitive data types involving personal privacy, corporate trade secrets, intellectual property and other important

information are all taken as important indicators.\textsuperscript{32} If the use of some sensitive data is essential for the regulatory algorithm model, such as interpersonal relationship data of insiders, undisclosed data of listed companies, desensitization algorithm can be developed to meet the regulatory needs.

2. Restrictions on data application scenarios of the algorithm

Massive database and machine learning algorithm are the central structure of securities BIg Data platform. In the development and use of algorithm model, massive database is an irreplaceable factor. Even so, in some application scenarios involving data, it is necessary to set some restrictions on the development and use of algorithms to ensure the data security of securities market. Firstly, in the algorithm development scenarios, the regulatory department entrusts a third-party company to develop the algorithm model of insider trading regulation, and provides real securities data to exercise and test the algorithm. However, in order to protect the data security, the data cannot be directly handed over to the third-party company for independent use. In stead, the data can be used under the control of the regulatory department, or be desensitized before providing it to the research and development party. Secondly, in the data portrait scenarios, it is necessary to standardize the algorithm identification index set by the development party. Not only to prohibit the use of sensitive data involving personal privacy and company secrets as the algorithm model identification index, but also to match the corresponding desensitization algorithm according to the type and level of sensitive data. Thirdly, in the transaction monitoring scenarios, the identification and selection of behavioral data of financial investors and listed companies should strictly abide by the data rights warning line, so as not to infringe the data, personal privacy, property and other rights of financial investors, listed companies and other stakeholders.
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